
 

 

NCCHA Executive Board Meeting Minutes  
January 19, 2018 

 

Introductions 

In attendance-- 

Susan Thorson—past president,  Mount Mary college,   

Julie Martindale—UW-Whitewater, health director 

Wendy Schuh-Mankato—MN at large member 

Patty Dirk, NDSU—ND member at large 

Tara 

Jen 

Review of meeting minutes----Patty asked that her name be spelled correctly 

Call to approve minutes--- 

Motion by susan, seconded by Tara, approved by all, no nays 

NCCHA website does not have any minutes from 2017, none have been uploaded for 2017…Jen says she 
will get copies and upload them….Jen will get them there 

Susan suggested Jen work with Rachel Mack? at ACHA to get this done. 

Newsletter will go  out in March…send anything to include to her as soon as possible. 

 Tara asked if newsletter is mailed out to members or not… 

 Susan says yes 

Jen mentioned need to save the date email and cards for Fall 2018 NCCHA conference 

Jen asked…newsletter missing anything? 

 Response was—its been great! 



Region II report from Brenda Higgins---Jen reached out and never heard anything back, she’s at Truman 
State 

Nissa Fell—Membership report 

 Numbers down in January as they historically are 

 Similar to last year, MN is up  from last year. 

 Now only getting twice yearly reports, vs. used to get monthly 

 Nothing surprising 

 ACHA 17% of membership dues kick back to NCCHA,  

 Reminding us that we can now have as many student reps as we want 

 Julie had to call ACHA several times to understand the table on member benefits…. 

 Nissa is on ACHA membership task force, will follow up on member benefits and problem 
registering students  

 Wendy asking about how hard it is to change RMI from year to year…Nissa will followup with 
ACHA on how to better manage this 

 Nissa thinking maybe if they add a contact info that would be  great. 

 Nissa---our 2  student reps (NCCHA) are graduating…according to bylaws, they should not be it 
still because  they cannot complete their term 

For student reps…can be at most a junior, due to serving one year term and max of 2 additional. 

Susan thinking old student reps should recruit new ones… 

Heather saying we want new school…would be good to have student from a school that has 
representation on the board 

Process—student becomes student rep then is voted to become board rep 

Nissa---if people have students that re interested in being student reps…send info to Nissa.  If students 
write something…send to her early May. 

From Jen—is there  a  master list…of colleges to contact to increase membership…Susan cold-called reps 
at colleges in her state.  Nissa is saying  this is a good way to do it. 

Julie---do you have to be a member of ACHA to be a member of NCCHA… 

Nissa---it happens automatically, cannot be a member of NCCHA without ACHA…always both. 

Jen will send a partial email list to Julie (WI rep) for her as a place to start 

Wendy saying she has a MN list of that 

Nissa---ACHA is working on a better system for  people who have  not renewed their membership 



…All from Nissa 

From Heather—treasurers report 

Starting by giving overall bank account 

--cash account—14598.30 

--investments—26,516.80 

-Checking account—527.76 

Total 41642.86 

Overview---investments have gained just short of $20. 

Cash account is down about $500 right now…compared to October…that’s normal..paying bills, sending 
out scholarships etc. 

Fall conference---great news…made $400.91 

 Goal is always not to lose money 

When Heather gets that $ will go into bank account 

As people renew ACHA memberships , we will get the % back into budgets. 

When discussing conference for next year---that we need to discuss at a group…regarding financial stuff 

Heather talked through how to access google drive---storing board documents there. 

Susan saying she’s relieved about fall conference info---need to recruit people to come to fall 
conference. 

Healther asking any budget finance questions? 

Nissa—adding 3 people to the drive…Heather doing right now--- 

Suggestion; from Jen to use drive for everything to drive…nice resource for everything in one place… 

Susan asking---is my name still on the bank account?  Need to remove that, she’s fine to do that..still a 
member until end of 2018…di 

Board discussed how to handle that transition for president names on bank account 

NCCHA Fall Conference 2017 

Reviewing comments from Fall conference 

Categories: 

 Location---was beautiful/but overall is it beneficial to have consistent location every year….is 
there value in having it in different locations? 



 NDSU—believes having a central location is good…thoughts that when we hired someone we 
would keep a central location…nice to see other places, but creates more challenges… 

 Nissa said some do it every other year and some share with another affiliate…N and H says to 
send out survery…to assess what people think about having it.  Obviously board members have an 
interest in doing it more often, but we need to what our affiliate wants 

 Mankato says---good idea…can said more to regional than to national 

Avoid sending 2 surveys--- 

Jen proposing, as a board we review the survey and get back to Nissa by January 26th…We know the next 
conference 2018 is in the cities…this is talking about 2019.   

Reminder to go back to survey information from attendees when we plan  the conference 

 CEU Availability/Content— 

-doing tracks—NASPA has tracks….have some keynotes as a whole group, but then have the separate 
tracks----not that people would necessarily land in one area or another, but we could say that we 
intentionally tried to create at evey session one option for every track. 

 Not sure we have always had opportunity…in fall it was  

Me—who sorted the sessions.—the conference planner planned the schedule of the sessions 

Heather…asked presenters to check a box sorting their track…assuming we could get the right amount 
from each category, we could do our best to make sure they are separated out. 

Jen—would it be helpful, among our board members a lead person for identifying speakers 

 Keynote person, health promo person, clinical person…etc. 

 Heather-that’s a great idea, but depending how many we need in each category to hold a 
successful conference….need to reach out to contacts. 

Jen—we took all presentations. Didn’t deny anyone 

Don’t want to create extra work for board, but… 

Create track question for survey and topic question 

From heather, most ceus requested are nursing, then med, then CHES 

No request for APA credits, no request for pharma 

Do we offer three tracks---nursing, med, and CHES and then just ha 

Add the questions to survey— 

Heather asked UMN extension to put together a proposal for a conference planner instead of using the 
UW-LAX----she had an exploratory conversation  with UMN—they are suggesting we invite/send 
postcards to all colleges in our region…because people can come to our conference, may be a good way 
to encourage people to come and then maybe join. 



1049 Brenda Anderson joined--- 

Will we have that data back in time about fall 2018 conference?  Or do we make a decision today about 
topics and structures 

We don’t advertise tracks, but we identify an area to focus on and try to be more intentional 

Heather—back to feedback people are giving---will bring people to conference if we can tell them earlier 
what is the keynote and what types of cEUs will be available to attain 

 Timeline---always tight, maybe we can get ahead of it a little more, but 

 Need to be intentional about how can this work best for us…need to shoulder tap others to be 
on the planning committee is really about planning programming…needs to be one person from each 
category of CEUs for reviewing and approving proposals for ceus.   

As we form program planning committee…those are people who take a track and are intentional about 
recruiting for that track. 

 Reviewing submissions and intentionally  making sure we have enough speakers in those 
categories.. 

Heather reminding us that these leaders for tracks do not have to be on the board, just in NCCHA. 

Jen—does everyone on the committee have to approve every submission?  Heather—YES 

Conference planner made some errors that strongly impacted attendees and our reputation and made 
extra time and energy from board members trying to sort things out. 

This is part of what motivated heather to explore other options 

Jen Carlson was new to the positon and needed a lot of feedback…Jen S. says we were doing the 
majority of the conference planning. 

Brenda saying she was not involved… 

Susan—felt like she worked on the conference most of the summer, along with  many other 

Jen was new to role…first had Melissa, then 

Susan says the conference planners wanted to start the call for proposals earlier than we did (Feb). 

 All proposals were accepted, so was hard to schedule them, we only had what we had… 

 Track system is great, thinks if we ask Ann Laros would be 

 Thinking we need a telemedicine track 

Heather spoke to U of MN proposal---- 

Conference planner proposal 

U of MN cont. ed dept works specifically out of the medical school 



They have connections to providers, on their website they advertise conferences they are 
promoting/running 

● Package for just doing cont. ed credits 
● Cert + registration 

Susan—thinks the AV part of the budget is too much…heather saying some hotels have more expensive 
food and less av or vice versa. 

Tara saying our UW-Lax did not meet job expectations---we don’t have time for that 

Brenda says we should consider MN---likes that MN values the marketing 

Heather saying we got another new conference planner—we should have been informed about a new 
planner 

Susan says---we have money in our budget, its our responsibility to get people at the conference, UMN 
has a good marketing plan, better than before…thinks we need to look at what we can offer as value to 
our membership to feel like we are being served.   

Tara-do we have a budget for this position?   

Heather—no, but the cost for the position is covered by the conference revenue 

 Need to be clear with the planner that we cannot lose money on this…and that adjustments 
must be made as we approach the conference… 

Jen S. Put thise announcement of going with U of MN in next newsletter… 

Tara said---going with UMN puts us in the direction that we want to go in. 

Jen S. we need to move forward with the proposals as they stand today.. 

Susan--$400  is not back if we lose it.   

 We are here for the members, we need to  

Jen, do we have a motion based on 2 proposals we received, that we move forward with negotiation 
with U of MN for 2018 fall conference 

Brenda seconded it… 

All voted yes 

Heather will commit to following up with umn and will attempt to negotiate it a little more. 

Will send to board via email before it is signed, if there are any questions.  

Heather will keep Jen updated 

Susan—just FYI, early part of feb that we signed with uw-lax, heather agreed 

Jen—there are some other specific things, as we review comments from people, Jen will put that 
together in a document to give to heather to give to planner 



More about NCCHA 2018 

● Finalized location (twin cities) Bloomington? 
● Dates are 11/7-11/9 
● Theme?—will do after lunch 

Susan—liability insurance for the hotel, Heather saying that was a hotel specific request, we  had never 
been asked to do that before…will keep in mind. 

11:47 break for lunch, reconvene at 12:30…folks will call back in 

Reconvene at 12:36 Jen, Tara, Hether, Wendy, Nissa, Patty, Susan, Julie 

 

 ACHA scholarship apps: 

Jen—We have 4 of them, for attending ACHA, we typically ofer 1 for $1000 

Nissa—are all for same scholarship? 

Jen—yes 

Jen—1 applicant is from Pitt state, this is not one of our affiliates, Jen will email Taylor and let them 
know they are not eligible. 

 Nissa-angela darnick fro uw-oshkosh and need to be an ACHA member to apply 

 Susan—don’t we hae 2?  Other is pat fisher and nobody  applied 

 Jen—reveiwed and she thinks the one…Heidi, from Minot, Heidi highlighted leadership things 
she is ineresed in exploring and that was standout for Jen… 

 Julie thinks Heidi stood out also…states it was confusing on which one to apply for 

Nissa says Pat Fischer is funded by unitedhealth student resources 

No difference in who can apply for them 

Jen-change on website to make it clear that you just apply and we rewarded 2 of them, one from pat 
fisher and one from us.. 

Heather will send request out to united healthcare to make sure that they approve in their budget 
before we award it. 

Heather feels confident that they will support it..award 2. 

Have awarded a lot to WI, but good to remember that WI has the most members. 

Brenda asked—does Angela belong to member institution, maybe she’s not a member? 

 She marked no as a member 

Heather motion to Heidi Peterson scholarship award, and pat fisher to Christina Prust of uw-eau Claire. 



Jen S. will email to applicants and let those who won know and those who did not know and why. 

Heather letting her know to tell them to contact heather to get the money for it. 

Jen will wait to hear form Heather to know that we are fully funded before she emails them. 

Jen want to talk about due dates for scholarschips and grants… 

 Fall NCCHA conference scholarship…ask to submit between feb 1 and aug 1—we are good with 
these dates 

 ACHA conference is November 1-January 15…agree these dates are ok, but we need to market 
them better. 

 Send an email at some point encouraging…maybe on November 1st send out an email 
encouraging people to apply, right away and then a reminder 1 month prior to end due date. 

Jen—we need to market those scholarships better 

Julie---Next conference after 11/1 date, can market applying for these at that point. 

Jen—grants…dates…Have to go into the applications to see the due dates, need to put the due dates to 
put it on the website with the titles of the grants/scholarships so people know what the app dates are. 

Jen will look at the entire grant/app process and make a draft to send out to everyone…she will come up 
with better wording.  Just on the website to describe the process/grant/scholarship 

Student grants---on text of website…just says  “we will make available up to $500 matching funds…” 

Jen asking—do we limit this?  Doesn’t say how many we would give. 

Nissa pointed out the language says it is the discretion of the board to determine how much and how 
many. 

Heather notices there is nothing about timelines on the main page…Nissa jen says we need to include 
that on the very front. 

Nissa saying the dates for these grants should be the same as the scholarships 

Jen proposing shifting those to November 1st vs. October 1st. 

Julie—UWW got the $500 past year…didn’t find out about it being approed until august/setember--- 

Jen is pointing out that they should have been voted on and notified after ACHA meeting… 

Anything else? 

Julie—for spring allocation, 

Jen saying we will commit to notifying applicants within 2 weeks of deadlines---something to strive… 

Jen calls formotion calling for change from 10/1 to 11/1 for spring deadline for NCCHA 

Heather seoconded it, all in favor , none opposed 



Jen---ideas for themes for next year 

Heather, night in cedar fals where they discussed it.. 

● Joy…there is a book “the chemistry of joy”   Henry ammons?   Was a keynote speaker a 
few years ago 

 Joy of Work, All about Joy, Joyful Eating, 
 About person hw and something to bring back to students 
  
 
Bringing joy giving joy 
 
Uniting, leading, transforming 
 
Creating, Leading, Inspiring, Thriving, Flourishing 
Achieving optimal wellbeing in our students and ourselves 
 
Advocating, Guiding, Inspiring, Cultivating, Developing 
 
Cultivating Wholeness, Cultivating Student Wholeness 
 
NCCHA--- 
 
Cultivating wellbeing as a lifelong goals 
Influencing action on health issues 
 
Influencing action and cultivating success—is the theme for Fall 2018 
 
Patty motioned to it, Heather seconded it. 
Motion carries unanimously. 
 
Anyone hate it?    
 
Navigating…teaching our student to navigate healthcare 
Navigate and Advocate---could be a great theme for another year. 
 
Susan awards and fellows— 
Tara asked if anyone has anyone in mind--- 
Jen saying at the full meeting remind people about the awards,  
Heather saing at ACHA remind people about Gail Proffit…otherwise 
Wendy—one of her staff says…Brenda Scramsted received it in 2011 or 2012 
Nissa saying she has a CD with a bunch of historical things on it.  Nissa says she would dig 

through that to get the right people listed withtheir awards and update on website. 
 



Jen says we will work on timely reminders for htat and update recipient list. 

Board member position descriptions---- 

Jen—we did a review of position descriptions that may have started with Ann Laros, then Liz 
took over…everyone in a position, reviewed it (was on website)  only treasurer position was 
updated…Jen will send to everyone and put in google drive. 

January 26th will be the deadline and we will do a vote to approve it, then we have to bring to 
ACHA meeting for a full vote on it. 

Jen—we will do an approval by email and then must be sent to NCCHA members by emails at 
least 2 weeks before meeting and then we will vote at big meeting. 

Heather will work on the program planning committee with the new U of MN planning person. 

ACHA annual meeting—DC 5/29-6/2 

Tara will be in jen’s stead there, Jen cannot attend. 

Executive boarad meeting wed. 5/30, exec. Board 

Tursday 5/31 full affiliate meeting 

Nissa reminds everyone needs to receive emails 

Not going—Nissa, heather, jen,  

Going—wendy, Julie, Patty unsure, Tara 

Laura? Unsure…hoping 

Susan unsure… 

Susan---reminding Jen she will be doing a report to ACHA soon  

Jen—saying its due 5/14 

Susan saying as past president shechairs a nominating committee 

Jen—nissa through 2019,  

Jen—we are on hold this year…all is good…except for student members… 

 Sees she needs to change the date on the website for membership committee (Nissa) 
from 2017 to 2019 expiration. 

Jen—in our current positions…we have a position entitled Annual Program Planning 
chairperson…do we need to get rid of this? 

 Does it exist?  Do we need to get rid of it?  Heather and the president are doing most of 
it. 

Heather…that was a position rior to us outsourching this role…it was a position 



Susan---also have exhibitor person, can we get rid of that 

Nissa—can we include an either or re:  we will have these roles or have it outsourced to a 
service. 

Jen saying maybe include “duties may we outsourced to a third party. 

Heather saying we voted as an affiliate, we voted on this when we initially ooutsourced it. 

 

Jen says she will go aback and find this information 

Discussion about how this process happened to eliminate the old job description and create a 
new one for a conference planner… 

Jen will look for these notes 

Jen…any other questions/concerns/additional agenda items? 

2:12 Heather motioned to adjourned, Nissa seconded, meeting adjourned unanimously. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


